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	In recent years, certain analytic proposals have been appealed to that are incompatible with fundamental principles of structure-building that appear attractive. One such principle is Extension (Chomsky,1995), which ensures that what counts as the top of the tree at a given point in a derivation restricts the class of possible operations that can apply at that point. Another principle I will show to be desirable is Insularity, which bans on interarboreal movement.
	A grammar without Insularity permits movement from tree to tree, as long as movement of x from tree A attaches x to the top of tree B, respecting Extension. Interarboreal movement of this kind, as envisioned by Bobalijk and Brown (1997), by Nunes (2001) and by Hornstein (2001) permits what appears to be sidewards movement, in that tree A, from which x has moved, may then be subsequently adjoined to the top of tree B. The result is a pair of structural positions related by movement such that one does not c-command the other in the final representation. This sort of movement to create a sidewards relation is consistent with Extension as long as movement does not take place after trees A and B are joined, but rather at the point when x is merged to the top of tree B. I argue that the range of sidewards relations permitted by interarboreal movement is not to be desired, and appeal to Insularity makes those relations impossible to express.
	If interarboreal movement is excluded and Extension applies to all structure-building operations, then a variety of popular analyses become impossible. One such consequence embraced by some, such as Bobalijk (1995) and Pesetsky (1998), among others, is that QR must take place in the syntax and respect Extension when it does. Copy theory makes this feasible in that copies created by movement may feed either their lowest or highest link to phonology for pronunciation. Thus phrasal movement pronounced low can be understood as respecting Extension. However, this only compounds the effect of several other analyses based on attachments that are forbidden by Extension and Insularity working together.
   A)  Late adjunction employed to account for adjunct/complement asymmetries in the distribution of reconstruction effects (e.g., Lebeaux, 1989, 1991) relies on instances of Merge to nodes not accessible under Extension. Fox' extension of the late adjunction analysis to QR in order to resolve ACD also relies on late adjunction.
   B) As sideward movement proponents point out, accounts of head movement as incorporation a la Baker (1988) require adjunction to a head that does not satisfy Extension. Moreover, the moved head does not c-command its trace unless the definition of c-command is weakened. 
   C) Tucking in cannot be permitted as an analysis of Minimal Link satisfaction consistent with superiority effects.
   D) Promotion analysis of relative clauses: Relative clause nuclei originate in clause codas (the CP) and are promoted to clause-initial position (e.g., Schacter, 1972, Vergnaud, 1974, Kayne, 1994). Promotion is consistent with Extension, but inconsistent with late adjunction of relatives.

My proposal is to replace Extension with Exxtension, where Exxtension preserves the notion that what counts as the top of the tree has a role to play in limiting the options available at any point in structure-building.

Exxtension: Merge only to a crest node of phrasemarker P.

The crest nodes of phrase marker P included the undominated node P and its immediate daughters. Any instance of Merge that satisfies Exxtension with respect to P exxtends P.
 
Ultimate merge is Merge applied to the undominated node.

Penultimate merge is Merge applied to a dominated node.

Insularity: If B is a copy that exxtends A, then A dominates a copy of B.

The introduction of Insularity prevents promiscuous sideward movement, but Exxtension will still permit several analyses that have been treated as sidewards movement. The remainder of the talk will show that the analyses (A-C) are instances of penultimate merge restricted by the Selection Principle, which insures that penultimate merge cannot establish selectional relations (deriving half of the Theta Criterion).

The Selection Principle: X enters into a selectional relation with Y only if X is merged to Y by initial ultimate merge.  

Further applications of penultimate merge are then explored, including the introduction of adverbs and adjectives as well as the introduction of meaningless prepositions. If there is time, an analysis of ACD will be presented that renders complement/adjunct distinctions in the distribution of ACD consistent with the promotion analysis of restrictive relative clauses. 

